*All fabric must be new. Please launder the fabric in a non-scented/allergen-free detergent.

**You will need:**
- Paper to make the pattern – all measurements are in inches
- 9 inches of cotton fabric – standard 44 inch width
- 3 inches of elastic band
- 39 inches of bias tape
- Black and orange thread
- Please wash, dry and iron fabric before you start cutting – it will shrink
Make Your Paper Pattern Using Measurements In Inches

Place side of the cap pattern on folded fabric
Place top of the cap pattern on single layer of fabric

1 layer of fabric
2 layers of fabric

Fold fabric along this edge
After you cut the fabric, use hot iron to fold the bottom of top part of your cap first one time, then the second time to create a tube for elastic band.

Iron to fold one time
Iron again to fold the second time

Use straight stitch to make a tube for elastic band.
Cut 3 inches of elastic band and attach a safety pin to one end of it – next step is to secure elastic band inside the tube of fabric.

Stick elastic band (safety pin first) into the fabric tube and move it toward the other end. When the end of elastic will align with end of your fabric tube, secure it with a pin.

When your safety pin is out of the fabric tube and the second end of elastic band aligns with the end of fabric tube, secure elastic band with a pin.

Once both edges of your elastic band are secured with pins, remove safety pin.
Fold the top of your cap part in two length wise, find the middle and mark it with a pin

Then fold the side part of your cap in two width wise, find the middle and mark it with a pin.

Put the top of cap part and the side of cap part together face to face and align the middle pins. Pin top part and side parts of your cap together in that point.
With side part of your cap being on top, pin it to the top part of your cap. Pins should be $\frac{3}{4}$ of an inch apart.

Use straight stitch $\frac{1}{4}$ inch from the fabric edge to connect the top part of your cap and the side part together – side part is on top. Pull pins out before they reach the needle. Use your fingers to hold fabric in place and together.
When you finish the straight stitch, flip the cap over, change settings to zigzag and stitch around the top of cap – keep your needle on the fabric.

Do zigzag stitch all the way around the connection of top and side parts of the cap, then use hot iron to iron the seam toward the side part of your cap.
Starting at elastic band, make a decorative finishing stitch along the seam which connects top part of the cap to the side part of your cap.

Use hot iron to fold edges of bias tape so they interlock and folds are hidden.
Find middles of the side part of your cap and bias tape and mark them with pins. Now pin bias tape to the side part starting with the middle pins.

Starting at elastic band, pin one side of bias tape to the side part of your cap, pins should be ½ inch apart.
Now you are ready to make a zigzag stitch along the edge of bias tape. I use zigzag stitch to ensure my seams don’t break when my surgeon pulls on ends of cap in a hurry.

Start your zigzag stitch at the end of one tie, go all the way around the edge of your scrub cap and finish at the end of the other tie.
Ready to donate your items? Please complete a [UI Health Care In-Kind Donation Form](#) and bring a copy with your donation. We have some restrictions in place to protect the health and safety of our patients, visitors, and staff. Donated items that do not meet these guidelines may be not be accept or could be redirected to another charity.

- Please launder the fabric in a non-scented/allergen-free detergent.
- Do not use dryer sheets.
- All items must come from a smoke-, dust-, pet-, and illness-free environment
- All fabric items must be made from new materials
- All items must be in a non-scented new plastic bag for delivery

Concierge Services will accept donated items outside the UI Hospitals & Clinics Main Entrance from 8:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m., Monday thru Friday. Please call them at 319-356-1900 or 319-678-550 to schedule a donation drop-off. **Please do not enter the Main Entrance with your donated items.** For your safety and the safety of our patients, visitors, and staff, a staff member will meet you at your vehicle to accept donated items.
Surgeon’s Scrub Cap Paper Pattern
To be printed on Legal (8.5” x 14”) paper